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As you read my article, I hope you will
agree with me that we, as a community of
designers, have been challenged by McDonough to give our collaborative work
more reasons and ways to improve the
world than ever before. We at HOPKINS
accept this challenge and will continue to
look for ways to see everything, especially
waste, as food.
Yours truly,
Lynn Hopkins

The Dance - Paula Rego, 1988

I have often viewed our company and
the work we do as that of bumblebees,
flittering from project to project, sucking
in knowledge, ideas, and personal experiences. Then we fly over to pollinate other
projects and develop even better relationships and better projects with those we
have worked with for years and with new
project managers.

Smart New World continued...
Let’s approach our projects with a wider view of what can be accomplished. Let’s
lead our clients into a smart new world with options that they may not have thought
possible. Allow our society to get more value from the millions of dollars spent
and the thousands of hours devoted to our new buildings and renovation projects.
For example, in food service design, most chefs and managers are not familiar with
what is now possible. When HOPKINS raises options that offer energy savings and
significant waste reduction, then we are aiming to improve our world. But it takes
initiative, good teaching skills, and team support.
The task at hand may look daunting. How can our chaotic world improve? McDonough reminds us that “Thomas Jefferson and Mikhail Gorbachev, two revolutionaries from vastly different worlds, both noted that revolution is ignited when
as few as 5% of the people are aligned around the idea, get it, and start to move on
it!” It doesn’t take many of us to fuel the flames of McDonough’s revolution against
poison-filled materials and to embrace regenerative Cradle to Cradle design.
It’s not the three Rs, (i.e., Reduce, Reuse, Recycle) but the six Rs that we should
strive to achieve. To the first three, add Redesign, Renew, Regenerate. Let’s regenerate as much as possible from our clothing, shoes, and appliances to our buildings.
Consider all waste and emissions as potential ingredients for a new meal, a new use.
For example, in food service design, HOPKINS often specifies bio-digestors. We first
liked them because they made it easy to send the watery product down the drain,
and they solved the problem of clogging presented by garbage disposers. Now, let’s
use that water on rooftop gardens or for other nonpotable water uses. On larger
projects, let’s send the water to power stations to make fuel.

The Anatomy Lesson of Dr, Nicolaes Tulp,
1632, by Rembrandt van Rijn reminds us
that humanity’s path out of the darkness of
ignorance has been a long and exciting one
that will continue for ages. We need only to
maintain the same quest for learning and
fascination of these gentlemen.

Two years ago, my little town of 300 in Maine could no longer afford trash collection
service; we now have to haul our own waste to the next town. To have to haul our
own trash and garbage makes us think twice about other uses for everything.
Dark problems, at their nucleus, contain grains of light. When we search for that
light and open our minds to new ways of being and doing, we’re contributing to the
regeneration of our old world.
Repair Café was started by Martine Postma in Amsterdam in 2009 as a place where
folks can bring their broken appliances and, over a cup of tea or coffee, repair them
rather than throw them into landfills. Hundreds of Repair Cafes are now open all
over the world. Find one in your city (http://repaircafe.org/en/).
Freecycle Network is a grassroots nonprofit movement of people, who are giving
and getting stuff for free in their own towns. The
Freecycle concept has spread to more than 85 countries with thousands of local groups that represent
millions of members. Freecyclers are keeping more
than 500 tons a day out of landfills (https://www.
freecycle.org).

